O. Introduction
Let G be a general abelian topological group. We shall denote by G its character group, i.e. the multiplicative group of all continuous homomorphisms Z: G-~T of G into T=R (mod 27~). For every gEG and every zEG we shall denote <g, g> =g(g).
Let Kc G be a subset of G, we shall say that K is independent if: Let Ec G be a subset of G; we shall denote by Gp (E) the subgroup algebraically generated in G by E. Let Kc G be a compact subset of G, we shall say that K is a Kronecker set if for every/EC(K) such that I]] ~-1 and every ~>0 we can find some zEG such that:
sup I/(k) keK
Let Kc G be a compact subset of G, we shall say that K is an H a set for some aE (0, 1] if" for every/EC(K) and every e>0 we can find a sequence of characters {X~ G}~=I and a sequence of complex numbers {ct~ E(~}~-I such that:
We shall say that a compact set Kc G is a set of interpolation if it is an H~ set for some :r 1]. We refer the reader to [1] and [2] for elaborations of the above definitions.
~. TH. VAROYOU-LOS
Let K= G be a compact subset of G and let us suppose that G itself is compact. We shall then say that K is a set without true pseudomeasures if:
(cf. [2] , ch. XI no. 3, Th. III).
We are now in a position to state the results that will be proved in this paper.
THEOREM 1. Let G be a compact abelian group and let Kc G be a totally disconnected

THEOREM 3. In every compact abelian group G there exists E c G a closed subset o/spectral synthesis and SGPM ( E) a pseudomeasure supported by E such that no sequence o/measures {~u~ e M(E)}~_, has the property: /~, ~ S (in the topology a(PM(G), A(G))).
The point of Theorem 3 is, of course, that we can synthesise S with a net {~u~ e M(E)}~eA but that we must have then sup II ll = + oo. Let E be any space and E 1 c E a subspaee; we shall denote then by ~s, the characteristic function of E 1 i.e.
~E, (e) = 1, e e El; ~E, (e) = O, e G E~E v
Let G be any abelian group, let Ec G be a subset of G and let ~, flEZ, a, fl >~0be two non negative integers s.t. ~ +fl > 0. We shall denote: We shall also set E0,0 = {0G}.
Let G be any abelian group and let P: G-~C be any complex valued function on G. We shall say that P is positive definite if for any n ~> 1 and any choice we have
~. P(g,-g,) )t,~ >10.
i,/=l If P, and P~ are two positive definite functions on G we shall say that P1 dominates P2
and write P, > >P~ if the difference P1-P2 is a positive definite function on G.
For elaborations on positive definite functions we shM1 refer the reader to [3] .
Results analogous to ours above (even sharper but in a different context) have been obtained by S. Drury [4] .
Results in the opposite direction showing the sharpness of some of our theorems have been obtained in [5] and also, in a more extensive scale by T. W. KSrner in [6] .
It might be interesting to make a few remarks concerning the organisation of the paper. If we are prepared to base the proof of Theorem 1 on Theorem 2 and the knowledge of positive definite functions on S(K) we can obtain a proof which is perhaps more transparent and certainly lighter in notations. This was the point of view adopted in the seminars given at the Institut Mittag-Leffler. (Notes of these seminars are available.)
The group S(K) and its characters
Let K be a compact topological space, we shall denote:
S(K) = (/EC(K); i/(k) l =IVkEK}. The above metric is translation invariant on S(K), and so S(K) assigned with the above metric becomes a complete metrisable abelian group.
S(K)
In this and the next paragraph we shall fix once and for all K some compact space and we shall suppose that:
(i) K is metrisable,
(ii) K is totally disconnected.
In this paragraph we shall study S(K) = S and ~ the character group of S(K) for the above fixed K.
Our first task will be to introduce some notations and definitions. where (mj)~ E gl g~l is the vector in zlK.I that corresponds to 0 in our identification.
The mappings ~ and ~ of (1.5) induce also canonically (by Pontrjagin duality)
and it is easy to verify then that:
Let us denote then:
B the projective limit of the family ($~; ~)~=~ and topologize Z with the projective limit topology. Z is then a topological abelian group. Let us denote for every n >/1 and every non negative integer m >7 0 R~ ={0n} (On--=the identity of ~n).
R~=(Oe
(1.10)
It is also easy to verify that if we set <kn, a,,)-= an(k,~) (n >~ 1, kn E Kn, an E Sn) we can identify canonically K n with a subset K* of R~ in such a way that the mapping ~r* =~n [ K I is identified with the mapping ~rn (cf. (1.2) ).
This allows us to identify canonically and topologically K of (1.3) with the space K* = lim K*~ (the projective limit being taken for the family {K*; 9 co K* can in its turn be identified canonically and topologically with a closed subset of Y..
So putting these together we obtain a canonical topological identification of K with a closed subset of Y~.
Using (1.9) we shall define R m = lira R~ (the limit is taken for the projective family (R~; ~, I R~}~ and is assigned the canonical compact topology) and we shall identify, as we may, canonically and topologically Rm with a closed subset of Y~.
It is clear then that with the above identifications we have, using the notations of w O: R 1 = goj U gl. o U {0~} (1.11) (0 z is the identity of Y,).
The following facts about the R~m's are trivially verifiable so that R is a K~ subgroup of ~ generated by the compact set K.
The mappings ~n of (1.7) define "at the limit" a mapping:
and it is easy to verify (el. [7] ) that for every 0E ~ we have sup rank ~n (0) < + r n (1.14)
(1. 
Proo/. The proof is an easy consequence of (1.15) and it can be found in full details in [7] . We do not give the details here to avoid repetition.
The way Theorem 1.1 is formulated in [7] is more explicit, and ought to be compared with the above (equivalent) formulation. which is then an algebraic homomorphism from ~ to T.
This implies at once that K identified with a subset of ~ is an independent subset of that group (for {al K; 0-eS} =S(K)).
It is also easy to verify that for every m >~ 0 and every 0-E S(K) we have
0-(m) = a[ am e S(Rm),
in other words, that 5[n,n is continuous on R m.
It is also clear that is continuous, and for every gE (~ and every 0~ we have:
0.18)
Positive definite functions on S(K)
Let K be as in the previous paragraph and let us preserve all the notations we have introduced there. and let us set:
It is clear then that pM(O') is a continuous positive definite function on the group S (cf. Remark 1.2 and in particular {1.16)).
Let us now set for every Borel subset Cc ~ (for the topology induced on ~ by Z) R It is clear then that/~ is an (abstract) measure defined on the Borel field of ~. We shall say then that the sequences
It is then easy to verify that if M and M' as in (2.3) are equivalent, then PM =PM" and tIMll = IIM'll- We must now introduce some more notations. Let: But it is easy to see that for every K > 0 we can find some m > 0 depending on K only such that: Let now e > 0 be as in the lemma, using then the continuity of p we can find some is the mapping induced on the measure spaces by qSn I~,: R~,-> R~o.
To satisfy then the conditions of our lemma it suffices to set m = m 0 and # =)t and to use Lemma 2.1 and (2.9).
We are now in a position to give the Proo/ o/ Theorem 2.1. Before we prove the uniqueness part of our theorem we shall make some general considerations.
Let G be a compact abelian group and let K c G be a compact metrisable totally dis- We have then JJVMJJ = JJMJl, and VM(G~Gp(K))= 0. topology./~ its character group will then be assigned with the canonical compact topology.
We can then define a mapping
It is clear then that u is continuous and (1 -1) and that it identifies K with a Kroneeker set of /~. We can apply therefore the above considerations with M={I~,EM+(Rm(n))}~_I some sequence of measures that satisfies
where p is our given positive definite function on S, and G =/~.
It follows then from (2.10) that
= fi,h(~, h) d~,M(~ ), hE H. p(h) ~ ~M ( h )
This proves that VM is uniquely determined from p and it implies, if we take the above considerations into account, that p determines M uniquely up to equivalence.
This completes the proof of our theorem.
The S*-grOUl~
Let (X; tu) be a positive bounded measure space (/~ 1> 0, ~u(X) < + c~) which we shall keep fixed throughout this and the next paragraph, and let us denote by S* = S*(X;/z) ={IeL~176
Jl(x)l =1 a.e. xeX} which is an abelian group under pointwise multiplication. Multiplicative notations will be used for S*. Proo]. The foregoing shows that we need only prove that the a topology restricted on S* is stronger than the m topology restricted on S*.
Towards that let ]o E S* be fixed, we have then for every /E S*
I f [Reqtr lldgl <-l f {Hr l)d#l=l f xq-fo)lr dt ']
and therefore for arbitrary e < 1 we have by Chebyshev's inequality
~[Re (tfg b < e] < l f ~(l-t~ lg l d" [ 1--e
which imphes that for arbitrary 0 < ~ ~< 2
1 -cos and this proves that q}s. 1> rots* and completes the proof of our proposition.
We shall consider throughout S* as a topological group assigned with the q I s*= m I s* topology.
Observe that when the measure space (X; ;u) is separable (i.e. when L*(X; ~t) is a separable Banach space) then the topological group ~q* is metrisable.
What we shall essentially do in the rest of this paragraph is to find all the compact subgroups of S*. We start with the following. such that:
xEX).
Furthermore, the/unction b above is uniquely determined by (3.2) be an arbitrary group homomorphism and let b: X-+l" be the measurable function which, by our hypothesis, we can associate to the group homomorphism hop: F-+S*(X; p) as in 
and completes the proof of the proposition. 
Furthermore, b in (3.4) is uniquely determined by (3, 5) up to p-null equivalence.
Before we give the proof we observe here that the condition (3. Our next goal will be to construct a well determined function b: X-~63 that will depend only on h: G-~ S*(X;/Z) and the sequence o/subgroups (3.3) and then prove that this function satisfies (3.4) and (3.5) [and so in particular, it is also independent of the choice of the sequence (3. We have then:
Indeed if we construct b~): XI-+ O,(n ~> 1) satisfying 
Proo] o] (3.5).
We shall now prove that the mapping b that we constructed in (3.8) satisfies (3.5) .
Towards that we claim that if suffices to prove that:
which is "a priori" weaker than (3.5).
Indeed if (3.10) is proved it will also follow that for every X1c X of positive measure
For, by (3.9), the relation (3.11) is no other than (3.10):applied to the homomorphism h(1)=roh: G~S*(X1;~ul) and the function b ~1~ constructed from it.
Since, on the other hand, X 1 in (3.11) is arbitrary, subject only to the condition #(X1) >0 (3.11) implies the required (3.5).
Proo [ o/(3.10) . The first thing to observe is that and P is continuous because of the continuity of h.
From Bochner's theorem [3] it follows therefore that 
And also from (3.6) we have:
and comparing coefficients in (3.14) and (3.15) we obtain then that for every n >/1 and every ~v E Gn we have:
which implies that for every g E G and every n >~ 1 we have
and therefore also (n being arbitrary) 
The O-semigroul~ and the homomorphism of the S-groups
Let (X; #) and U be as in w 3. We shah topologise throughout in this paragraph U with the weak topology a which is compact on U. What will be relevant in this paragraph is that U is a semigroup under pointwise multiplication; it is indeed a topological semigroup in the weak sense that multiplication is separately continuous Proof. We denote by Q the class of all measurable subsets Z' of X for which there exists some v' 6 V (v' depending on Z') such that ess sup Iv' (~)t < 1.
xEZ"
The fact that V is a semigroup implies then that the union of two sets of Q is still in (2.
The fact that V is convex and closed under complex conjugation implies that we can distinguish two mutually exclusive and exhaustive eases
Case B: z = sup #(Z) > 0.
ZEQ
We treate these two cases separetely:
Case A: We set Z=~D and (4.1) (4.2) are verified trivially.
Case B:
We choose for every n >~ 1 some Z, s Q and some v= 6 V such that We shall introduce now a construction which in some sense is the kernel of the whole paper. Towards that let us fix for the rest of this paragraph
~P, A (4.4)
two topological abelian groups, 9 being discrete, and let us also fix y: d) -* A g: (P -* S*(X; ~) (4.5) two group homomorphisms.
We shall denote then by ~ the nhd. filter of 1 EA (multiplicative notations will be used for (I) and A). For any subset E~ A we shall denote by/~c U the weak closure (in U)
of the convex hull (in L ~ for its vector space structure over R) of the set g[~-l(E)] (~ S* c U).
We shall finally denote by | = N ~h~.
We prove first the following. We shall now introduce a new group Z the closure of 7((I)) in A, both 7(r and Z are subgroups of A and will be topologised with the restriction topology.
It is now clear that if we suppose that 0 = 1 then for every xEA Card Our next aim is to extend F to a continuous group homomorphism from Z to S*(X; #).
Towards that let ~0 e E be an arbitrary element we observe then that by (4.6) and Lemma 
Measures on an H 1 set
Let throughout in this paragraph G be a compact abelian group and K c G be a totally 
-. be an increasing sequence of open and closed partitions (in the sense that every set o/~)~+1 is a subset of some set o/~)n) such that Uj~I Aoj is dense in S(K) (/or the uniform topology). We have then: E~,, ~_ Eo, ~_ . . . ~_ Eo~ ~ . . . ~_ jn_ Eoj ~ E and v( E) = O.
Proof. The fact that the sequence E0j is decreasing is purely formal and evident, let us denote by v~=Vl~oj; v~=vl~; what we must show is that v~o=O. Remark 5.1. It is clear that throughout this paragraph we may replace the original conditions that supp n = K is a totally disconnected space by the weaker condition that the support of u is totally disconnected and is contained in K.
. Let e, ~E(0, 1) be given real numbers, let ~ c T be a ]inite independent (over
Z) subset o/ T, and let ZcT be another/inite subset such that Z N ~ =0. There exists then a trigonometric polynomial P(O) (0 ET) on T such that
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
Proo/o/ Theorem 1. Let G, K, and E be as in Theorem 1 and let us suppose in contradiction that there exist e, ~ E (0, l) two numbers for which the conclusion of by (6.5), (6.6), (6.8), (6.9), and (6.11).
On the other hand, we have lim]f a (Qp~,-l)cpd~, =lfa (Q-1) ~0d~[ by (6.6), (6.7), (6.9), and (6.10). So putting together (6.12) and (6.13) we obtain a contradiction with (6.2) and complete the proof of our theorem.
Proo] o/Theorem 2. Let G, K, and E be as in Theorem 2 and let us suppose in contra-
diction that e > 0 is some positive number for which the conclusion of Theorem 2 fails.
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1 we conclude from that that there exist two non zero 
tions such that
This, of course, contradicts (6.14) and proves our theorem. C~e A.
I;q (K~H) 4 ---
6~
2 (1 +g) [I).
[ denotes the total variation of )t which is a positive Radon measure on G.]
We have then
V~e B I~1 (K~H) > 2 (1 + ~)"
By the hypothesis we can find then some Z E ~ such that Proof of Corollary 2. Let K1, Kz, ..., Kpc G and H = K 1U K z U ... U K v be as in Corollary 2 and let hEM(H) be some Radon measure of total mass H~II >1. We must prove that Towards that we may suppose, by renumbering the spaces if necessary that
(gl)> _1.
[141 denotes, asabove, the total variation of 4]. This and our hypothesis implies that there exists some g E ~ such that 
Proo] o] Corollary 3.
We shall deduce Corollary 3 from Corollary 1 and the fact that every totMly disconnected Kronecker set is a set of synthesis [9] . To do that it suffices to prove the following Using then the fact that X U Y is a set of interpolation we see that we can find some
where C is a constant independent of ~ (depending only on X and Y). and it is also evident from (7.2) that But then to obtain the required decomposition (7.1) it suffices to take for Sx some weak limit point of Sx(~) as ~E~, and to set Sr=S-Sx; (7.3) and (7.4) imply (7.1) then at once. Proof. We shall use a theorem of R. Kaufman [10] that asserts that there exists This proves our lemma, for we have clearly then K 1 +K2=T.
A close analysis of the proof of Theorem 2 shows that if the subset K c G is supposed Kronecker the above methods yield the following more precise:
THEOREM 2'. Let G be a compact abelian group, let Kc G be a metrisable totally disconnected Kroneclcer subset o/G, and let E c G be some compact subset o/G such that
En Gp (K) = O.
Then/or every e > 0 we can/ind/initely many characters (ZJ E G}7=1 and positive numbers
{~j>0}~_l such that
An immediate corollary of Theorem 2' is the following:
COROLLARY 5. Let G be a compact abelian group and let K c G be a compact metrisable totally disconnected Kronecker subset.
Let also i~ E M ( G) be an arbitrary Radon measure on G and let us denote by the restriction o[/z on the Borel subset Gp(K)~ G.
Spectral analysis in S* and a converse of Theorem 2
In this paragraph we shall carry out a very specific construction. We shall first introduce the following definition:
Definition 8.1. Let G be some compact infinite metrisable abelian group, let Kc G be a compact totally disconnected subset of G, and let:
p:T • (~S(K)
be the group homomorphism defined by:
p [(e ~~ g)] = e ~~ )~ IK e S(K).
We shall say that K is a Salem set of G if Sets satisfying (8.1) have been constructed by R. Salem [11] when G ~ T, and there are known to exist in any infinite compact metrisable abelian group [12] , [13] . From this it follows easily that Salem sets in the sense of Definition 8.1 exist in every infinite metrisable compact abelian group.
Let now r 1 be an infinite discrete countable abelian group, let
be some Salem set of the compact group G1, and let #1E M+(K1) be some Salem measure on U 1.
By the definition of a Salem set we can identify F 1 with a subgroup of S(K1). Let then F be some countable dense (for the uniform topology) subgroup of S(KI) such that F1c F. Proof. The second assertion is trivial so we only have to prove the fact that Supp P c E.
Towards that let 
. K is a compact totally disconnected Kroneeker subset o/G, tt E M +( K) is some probability measure on K, P E PM (G) is a pseudomeasure on G, E c G is the coset o] some compact subgroup o/G and we have
Supp pc E; E N Gp (K) = O (8. If F1 ~ Z we can take F ~ Z z and therefore (7 = T ~. If G 1 is totally disconnected we can choose F such that G is still totally disconnected. To see (for instance) the last point let Q = {q,}~x, R = {r,}~l be two infinite sequences of (not necessarily distinct) primes such that Q N R = O. Let F1 = "~j=l Z(rj) (FIC S(K1) ) and let F2 c S(K1) be some subgroup that is dense for the uniform topology of S(Kx) and Us -~1Z(qj). We can set then
r = P1 + F2 c S(KI).
We shall now prove the following 
Then/or every e > 0 there exists /E A (G) such that
The proof is not entirely trivial but will be omitted because we feel that the proposition is not of any particular importance. 
Bounded synthesis, tilda algebras and proof of Theorem 3
Let q be a compact group and Ec G be a compact subset of (7 and let us denote We have then PROPOSITIO~ 9.
A(E)=A(G)/I(E); I(E)={/EA(G)
;
Let E: G be a compact subset of synthesis o/ G (i.e. I(E)=J(E)).
Then (i) E is a subset of bounded synthesis of G i/and only if A(E) is a closed subalgebra of .~(E).
(
ii) E is a subset of 1-synthesis of G if and only if the identification of A(E) to a subalgebra of ~ ( E) is isometric.
Proof. It is a straightforward application of Hahn-Banach's theorem and it has been outlined in [14] . 
Then (i) E is a subset o/synthesis/or the group algebra A(G) i/and only i/E* is a subset o/ synthesis /oT the tensor algebra V(G)=C(G)~ C(G).
( We are now in a position to give the 
ii) I] E~G is not a set o/ bounded synthesis o/ G (/or the group algebra A(G)) then E* ~ G • G is not a set o/bounded synthesis o] the tensor algebra V(G
II(e)l<c~ Veer; (here and below) denotes a conetant depending only on ~ (and not on G, H,
We shall give here the proof in the case E fi K = ~ (the case E fi Gp(K) --~ is treated analogously) and for the proof we shall suppose in addition that K is totally disconnected (the general case can be deduced from this as in the proof of Theorem 2).
Proo/. Let K and E be as above and let e > 0 be given, let also H be a torsion (i.e.
every element is of finite order) subgroup of S(K), dense in S(K) for the uniform topology.
Let us give H the discrete topology and denote by/~ the compact dual group of H. Using Theorem 1 we see that we can find some ~eA(G• I1)such that ll~0]lA<se -1, ~0(k, ~) = 1 for all k E K, and also such that I ~(e, Z) I ~< ~ for all e E E and Z E 11. Let us denote by for G = T n (n/> 1). However, the constants C~. n obtained there depend on n, and the proof there does not generalise to general groups.
~(g, h) = ~. ~(g, ~) (h, ~ d~ E A(G) ~ ll(H): g E G, h E H jH
